Testimonial - QINOpractic and QINOpractic Medicine.

Thank for another great week Mike Dahlstrom. Done great results so far with all my clients nothing
negative at all although lots of questions asked as to what weird stuff am I doing to them.
Two horses have received cranial sacral therapy and both fell asleep lol now very calm horses.
Looking forward to doing so much more and watching these techniques grow x
Dawn Rottwell, senior tutor at AHG

Thanks a lot to Mike Dahlstrom, crazy knowledge bombs... Mind well and truly blown😀 😀
Johnny Smith, Sports Therapist at Satori Sports Therapy in Manchester

"Had an awesome 4 days on the QINOpractic workshop with Mike Dahlstrom, highly
recommended and cannot wait for module 2!!"
Richard Johnson, Founder of Active Health Group and Sports Therapy Organization
Richard unfortunately missed the Module 2 (but will do the next one in Manchester in September
2016), his thought about missing this Module:
"Been chatting to Christian and Dawn tonight and they have told me how awesome it is!
I was upset to miss it but now i'm even more gutted!
I wish they hadn't have told me now!"

"Heading back to Whitefield after a very enlightening evening in the company of Mike Dahlstrom.
Excellent introduction to the wonders of Qinopractic therapy, opening energy channels and finding
new found strength in dysfunctional muscles."
Digger Daley, Sports Therapist at Achilles Healers Sports Therapy in Bury

To study to a QINOpractic therapist is the best I've done in my career anyway =) With this training I
have gained so much more knowledge about how the body, brain, muscles, etc works together as a
human being.
This training has taken me as a therapist to an entirely different level. And for this I am eternally
grateful to Mikael Dahlstrom he has helped me develop as a person and therapist. Thank you.
Micke Nilsson, Trygga Händer, Halmstad, Sweden

"With my QINOpractic education, I have many more tools to work with. I feel I can help a lot more
clients and it gives me an enormous satisfaction as well. I also feel I have developed as a person and
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I think it's super fun to go to work every day with the knowledge/education I received from Mike
Dahlstrom. A big thank you! "
Ulrika Olausson, Toppform Halmstad, Sweden

"Hi Mike.
I want to recommend your courses to all who work as therapists.
It is not just masseurs who will benefit from your knowledge and your commitment, but also those
therapist working for example with stress, depression or similar.
Your broad knowledge and your unique way of connecting different technologies makes it easy to
get a holistic approach with my treatments, which means that I can help more people reach their full
potential. Thanks for your help "
Birgitta Björkman, Lindra Massage, Höllviken, Sweden

"Clearly the best education I attended, is quite astonished over what I have learned a few days.
Very impressed by the course leaders."
Sammy Morssy (Former masseur to Pär Elofsson) After block 1..
After block 2: "These courses have given me a future that I am forever grateful for"

With the knowledge and skills I acquired through my education in QINOpractic I am now a very
happy and satisfied therapist. I have awesome tools to “really” treat my clients, not just alleviating
the symptoms momentarily. It gives me enormous satisfaction in my profession. I have also come to
new insights about myself and I am constantly growing as a person and therapist. Many thanks to
Mikael Dahlström you for giving me and many others this opportunity through your training.
Cecilia Lindqvist, Ystad. www.mildamakter.com

"Why has no one told this to me earlier, it almost makes me angry ... But now a whole new world
opens up for me, looking forward to the next course" (Block 2, my note). Come to Gothenburg
often ..... (Sorry, no signature)

From a seminar in London 2011:
"I had a great time attending your seminar it was a truly thought provoking experience.
Having over ten years experience as a Sports Massage Practitioner
I found QINOpractic has opened my thinking and the way I will work in the future.
I intend to get myself booked on to the module 1 course. Definitely an eye-opening experience."
Richard A, London

"My experience of the QINOpractic seminar was incredible.
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I have certainly not regretted taking the opportunity to meet charismatic, warm, friendly, down to
earth and knowledgeable Mike Dahlstrom. I went to the seminar stressed and I believe depressed,
but with an opened mind.
I left happy with enormous energy, smiling for the rest of the day and following weeks...
The morning after I jumped out of bed feeling more positive then I have for a very-very long time!
The seminar answered my questions on how to help people more holistically including stress
release. I absolutely love the theory behind QINOpractic.
Mike helped me as no doctor has!
I was planning to study medicine but would like to try QINOpractic first. I can see it being a great
benefit to my clients’ well being".
Alena P. London

"Great! I am super inspired to start practicing and use me to the newly acquired knowledge and
learn even more."
Anonymous, Stockholm

It seems that the spirit of QINOpractice is spreading. Brilliant! I recommend to embark on the
philosophy. I promise: once you tasted from it you don't want to do anything else. I started to work
with it more than a year ago and I'm still fascinated and the results are awesome.
Just completed module 2 and I have to say, this is a brilliant course. The value for money, content
and skill set is a brilliant complement to the tool box. I'm already integrating it into the treatment
and seeing significant improvements. Thoroughly recommend to those existing therapists out there
who want to be more active in initiating the systems of the body that we rely on to get the body to
repair itself.
Mike Dahlstrom is a genuinely wonderful man and teacher. I can't fault him or his process.
Andy Grell Stuttgart, Germany

"I thought that block 1 was the only course. Then afterwards, it dawned on me that an entire world
(new!) is waiting to be discovered.
Birgitta Björkman, Höllviken, Sweden

What do our clients think about QINOpractic?
I came to Micke troubled with recurrent lumbago. Mike tested all the muscles around the spine and
"buttocks". All were weak, this was not fun (I've been weight lifting for over 10 years )....
Mike explained that Agda 65 with “a walker” was stronger than I was ...... Fun. What he did then, I
will never understand, but after the first treatment was back pain has gone. I have seen Mike "the
Magic" three times and haven't had any problems with my sore back since. I have also improved my
bench press with 20 kg. Thanks for that ... Thanks Mike.
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Matte Karlsson, Stockholm

Hip and shoulder
I am over 60 years and has constant pain in one shoulder (from a failed surgery) and has been in a
lot of pain in the legs, feet and hips for a very long time. This has meant that I can't walk for longer
distances. The doctor has told me that these are “things” you have to live with when you get older,
but I refused to accept. After the first visit to Ulrika, when she treated me with QINOpractic and
something called Duramater (Cranio sacral) treatment I was instantly able to move the shoulder
much more freely than before and with less pain. I was also much more mobile and had less pain in
the hips, legs, feet, etc.
The day after the treatment, I could go a very long walk with the dog without any problems and that
I haven't been able to do for a very long time! I have been back a couple of visits to consolidate the
good result.
Barbro Passgård

Knee
Having had significant pain in my right knee for a couple of years and experimenting with both
physiotherapy and chiropractic without any improvement, I had heard about QINOpractic.
I decided to test it and to my great joy, I was better after the first session. I went for two more
treatments and is now almost completely symptom free in the knee and as a bonus has the vague
pain in my foot disappeared. I also feel generally stronger in the back.
I recommend QINOpractic warmest.
Angela Markoff

Back, leg, sciatic pain
"Although I try to vary the posture as much as I can to both stand and sit, I have for some time had
an increasing pain in the back and down into the legs. It has felt as sciatica and at times has been
quite painful and has been a strain of everyday life. After two visits to Ulrika, I am much, much
better in both the back and legs. As soon as I feel a shred of discomfort I do the exercises and
stretching Ulrika has shown me so I can stop the discomfort it before the pain returns. "
Gunilla Wernersson-Björnqvist, 43 år Halmstad
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